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Product Profile
Thank you for purchasing our product!
Smart balance dinosaur adopts simulation design, basing on velociraptor
with curving front paws and an S-shape tail. The tail is assembled by rubber
sections that make the dinosaur look cool. Thanks to the modern technology,
the dinosaur can keep self-balancing by itself.
Please read this user manual carefully to know about your dinosaur fighter’s
features completely.

Product Features
●Remote Cotroler
●Gesture sensing

●Emotion Indicator
●Dancing

●Interactive Game
●Singing

Function setting
Switch Settings

●DIP switch to dial ON, boot. Dinosaur issued an imposing roar, "Hello ~! I am
coming ~~!" Announced! Fast automatic balance, the default into the training
mode of play, players can use gestures and dinosaurs interaction.
●DIP switch to OFF, shut down.

Interruption

Short touch dinosaur back, you can interrupt the current status of it.

Touch Sensing

●Long touch the back of the dinosaur, playing prompt language "Yo hoo ~ !,
game time", "Ready go!"Enter the game immediately.
●After entering the game a short touch back to switch the game. Touch again for
a long time, playing the prompt: "Game over!" Exit the game.

Training and Play

Go ahead
Place your hand behind the head of
the dinosaur and block the infrared
with your palm to direct the dinosaur
forward.
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Back off
Put your hand in front of the dinosaur
mouth, the palm of the hand blocking
the infrared can drive the dinosaur to
retreat backwards.

Turn left/right
Move your hand across left / right from
the front of your dinosaur mouth to allow
it to turn quickly.

Turn around
Spread the hand from the front of the
dinosaur mouth by hand clockwise/
(or counterclockwise) to the back of
the head circle, to guide the dinosaur
quickly circling.

Happy mood
Appease action is done slowly by hand
from the mouth to the tail of the dinosaur
at any distance, the dinosaur will shake
his head and tail quietly, then play the
coquetry.

Disoriented
At the same time two hands cover the
front of the mouth and behind the head,
the dinosaurs will be dizzy for a while.
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Get angry
When the dinosaur stands in balance,
hold the grip and pull the dinosaur's
tail from side to side and it will get
angry and roar irritating or annoyed
with a few farts.
Notice:
1. To appease the action, be sure to slowly touch the back of the head from the
mouth empty. Slowly comfort, dinosaurs will feel comfortable!
2. When pulling the tail, please do it automatically when the dinosaur balance,
shaking the tail from side to side, do not be pulled back and forth to make the
dinosaur lose balance.
3. For a period of time did not recognize any gesture command, dinosaurs
automatically sleep.

Game Interaction
Continue to touch the back of the dinosaur 2 seconds, switch into the game
mode, dinosaur fighters will sit down and accompany your interactive games.
After entering the game a short touch on the back, the game switch.
①Hint: Play ping pong
Dinosaur eyes "spherical" symbol
: The game starts playing background
music. Cover your dinosaur mouth with your hands in front of the left / (or right
front of its mouth)The dinosaur's left eye
/ (or right eye)
appears "a wall"
that will rebound in the "ping pong ball"
.
The rules of the game:
Successfully hit Ping-pong as shown
or
; Did not block the ball, his eyes
showed
; After each ping-pong game, the numbers displayed in the left
eye indicate the number of successful hits on the table tennis.
②Hint: Play dice
Dinosaur eyes "dice" symbol--: The game starts playing background
music. Dinosaur throwing dice first (the left eye shows dinosaur throwing dice
size), then the right eye is a question mark
, Turn the player hand to cover
the front of the dinosaur mouth empty, you can throw a dice size (right eye
display).
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The rules of the game:
Players dice points ≧dinosaur, player is the winner, eyes displayed
Players dice point <dinosaur, player is the loser, his eyes show
round of two wins for three innings, his eyes will show the score.

;
; Each

③Hint: Top shooter
Dinosaur eyes show "Shooting" symbol--: The game starts, playing
accompaniment music. The left and right players each have three shooting
opportunities, starting from the player controlling the left eye and then firing
alternately. After three shots are completed, both eyes show the number of
successful hits. Accurate hit the goal of one more victory.
The rules of the game:
Dinosaur left eye shows the first move the shooting target point, the use of hand
touch infrared sensing control "bullet" shot, hit the mobile point within 5 seconds
(
) Dinosaur sounding success, showing icon
, 10 seconds did not hit the
move point (
) The dinosaur sends the voice of failure. Display icon:
. There
are three shots left and right on both sides of the opportunity, the two eyes after
the game shows the total number of hits both sides, announced the results.
④Hint: Perform music
Dinosaur eyes "music" symbol--dinosaur fighter began to play
accompaniment music.
The rules of the game:
In front of the dinosaur mouth, hand over the sky to block or paddling, you will
hear the notes of the new musical instruments to experience the joy of playing
music.

Long touch the back of the
dinosaur, and enter the
game immediately.

Play ping pong
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Play dice

Top shooter

Perform music

Remote control function description

Infrared Transmitter
Forward button

Reset button

Left button

Right button

Voice -

Backward button
Voice +

Game button
Singing button

Dancing button
Action display button
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Section one：
Forward button: short press forward a small step; long press straight
Backward button: short press back a small step; long press back
Left button: short press - turn left; long press - turn left in place
Right button: short press - turn right; long press - turn right around
Reset button: press each short press to interrupt the current action, return to
training and play state
Section two：
Voice -: Decrease each time you press the sound
Voice +: Press each time to increase the sound
Section three：
Game button: short press - to switch the game
Singing button: sing a song every short press
Dancing button: every short press, jump a dance
Action display button: click once for each action show

Charging and Battery Installation
Charging dinosaur fighter
Power off dinosaur fighter, plug the USB interface (C) into the USB port of
charger or computer, then insert the USB interface (B) located at the other
end of the USB cable into dinosaur fighter’s charging port (A), which is on it’s
abdomen. The charging time is about 120 minutes, the USB charging indicator
light is on while charging and turn off when charging is completed, use the
battery 5 minutes later when it is cool. Over charge may result in battery
damage, injury or fire.

Caution
C
B

A
OFF
ON

①Please use the charger from original factory to ensure
your safe usage.
②Never leave charging batteries unattended.
③Dinosaur fighter’s battery will be at a high temperature
after using, it will be better to charge it till the battery is
cool, or it may damage the battery, it may take about
30 minutes to cool down.
④Do not throw batteries into fire, avoiding the risk of
explosion.
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Installing the remote control battery
1. Loose the screw which is on the back of the remote control counterclockwise,
and move the battery cover (Figure 1);
2. Load 3 1.5V AA batteries correctly (Figure 2);
3. Reattach the battery cover and screw it clockwise (Figure 3).
(Figure 1)

(Figure 2)

(Figure 3)

Important Battery Information
1. Avoid placing the battery near the fire, it may cause battery leakage.
2. Do not mix old and new batteries, replace fresh batteries at the same time.
3. Do not mix Alkaline, standard (Carbon-Zinc) or rechargeable batteries, use
same type only.
4. Loading batteries with incorrect polarity will make dinosaur fighter fail to run.
5. Replace exhausted battery timely to avoid battery leakage or battery contact
damage.
6. The supply terminals are not to be short-circuited.
7. Non-rechargeable battery is not to be recharged.
8. Dinosaur fighter uses rechargeable batteries.
9. Dinosaur fighter will move slowly, and even stop, when its battery gets low.
Power off and replace all batteries or charge dinosaur fighter.
10. When remote control’s batteries grow weak, the indicator light will shine very
dimly, replace all the batteries.
11. Rechargeable batteries are only to be charged under adult supervision.

Warning
1. Small parts should be assembled by adults.
2. Please use the product under the supervision of adults.
3. Never put small parts in the mouth to avoid eating.
4. Not for children under 3 years.
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Troubleshooting Guide
Problem

Solution

Dinosaur
fighter loses
control

1. Press the “Reset” button to make dinosaur fighter return to
balance state.
2. Restart dinosaur fighter.
3. Replace new batteries for the remote control, or recharge
dinosaur fighter.

1. Dinosaur fighter may have difficulty walking on thick carpets
Dinosaur
or slippery surfaces, please put it on flat and level surfaces.
fighter has
2. Check that if dinosaur fighter’s feet stuck on something, and
trouble walking
remove it if it existed.

Dinosaur
fighter don’t
respond to
the remote
control

1. Clear all obstacles near dinosaur fighter, then power it on.
2. Point the remote control directly at dinosaur fighter’s head
and stay within 3 meters distance.
3. Make sure that batteries are inserted correctly.
4. Electronic lighting or bright sunlight could interfere infrared
signals reaching, move dinosaur fighter into shadow or
away from the interference.
5. At the very beginning of power-on (during the wakeup
process), dinosaur fighter will ignore remote control signals.
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Shantou Chenghai Fengyuan Toys Industry & Commerce Co., Ltd.
Address: Guangfeng Industrial Park, Dengfeng Road, Guangyi,
Chenghai District, Shantou City
Tel: 400-8754-388

